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Slime's Journey is a retro style mini metroidvania about a very valiant and young Slime who needs to fight against many dangerous creatures to find his
parents again. There were two lovely Slimes who loved each other so much! One day, while taking a walk near to their house on the Ancient Forest, a strange

creature appeared. that creature was a very powerful Shaman looking for some ingredients to make a new evil potion, and unfortunately the ingredients
were. Slimes!! So the Shaman took those poor Slimes and went to his house in the Poisonous Swamp to prepare that strange potion. But there was one more
little slime left behind inside that couple's house in the forest, which maybe is the only hope to save his parents! Explore different scenarios seeking for the

little one's parents and try to rescue them before it's too late! But don't worry, you'll find many useful itens along the way, like magical potions, friendly
witches and more! FEATURES - Visit 4 different areas; - 3 Difficulty levels; - Colorful 8-bit style graphics; - Vibrant Chiptune style music; - Different special
items with helpful abilities; - Many different Items to collect (Extra Life, Explosives, and others); - Alternative paths. About The Game Slime's Journey: Your

Abandoned Skin is a first-person horror experience that centres on a unique mutation, one that won't just infect you but also transform you into a living
weapon. Play it for free here: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The developers are the team that brought youThe Vanishing of
Ethan Carter, 2013's #1 horror game. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The game features a story that is unlike anything else
you've played before. The tale was inspired by Nick Horler’s haunting films and was developed by Soroush and Stevens, who wanted to create the most

terrifying supernatural experience. "We designed Your Abandoned Skin to be the most frightening horror experience you can imagine, and we believe that we
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Features Key:
Dynamic Game Play: The player's main goal is to avoid triggering the kill trigger and missile on the opponents targets as much as possible. The battles should become more and more challenging as time goes by, which will encourage the player to use technology, lasers, and

barriers to their advantage.
Multiple Game Types: Instead of an island type the game will have three different battlefields.

Multiple Game Play and Equipment Levels: The games now have two different game play modes. In the first one, the player can only use the missile with to short range, but the player does not have to be psychic.
Wimmac G105 series computers: The player can take a sneak peek at enemy radar right before the battle begins, so he or she can be prepared and be able to dodge the missiles and lasers the enemies shoot at them.

Local Multiplayer: This game can also be played in a local wireless environment. That means up to two players can join the game. They can compete against each other to see who can accumulate the highest score.
Online Games: When players play in the online mode, they can use the player name they use when they are playing the game.

Simulated Lasers and Missiles: The opponent's ship can shoot lasers or missiles at the players ship from a range of multiple ship sizes. Players have the ability to dodge lasers and missiles with their lasers or shields. They can also fire on missiles coming at
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Wolf's Fury is a 2D platform action game inspired by the 8/16 bit era. Play as an overpowered genetically modified wolf with no mercy on your enemies. You'll
be visiting and defeating 7 different levels to reach the evil Doctor Scandalious, who used your DNA to make you a terrible wolf. Your quest will be full of
obstacles, jumping, collecting and smashing. You'll be able to pick up/drop items, activate traps and find different power ups. You'll be able to listen to an
oldschool 2D chiptune soundtrack in a very nice retro style. You'll be able to assemble some items to create your own weapon to destroy your enemies. At

the end of each level, you'll be able to find 8 Boss in two variations : 2 normal ones and 6 hidden ones. If you don't want to crush all of them, you'll be able to
choose between two difficulty levels : Normal / Hard. In Story mode, you'll have a focused storyline to follow, and you'll be able to kill your enemies with all

your fury. In Arcade mode, you'll be able to go one after one in random order and kill as much enemies as you can. Play as an overpowered genetically
modified wolf in search of revenge. Wolf's Fury is inspired by the 2D oldschool Beat'em up of 8/16 bit generation and arcade games in general. A very little
touch of adventure is also present in the game, like that you'll be able to enjoy a more wide variety of gameplay. If you like beat'em up fighting, we're sure
you'll love crunching, scratching and even burning your enemies! The main features of the game are : Play as a genetically modified wolf An oldschool 2D
game 7 levels to visit and 8 Boss to destroy Story mode and Arcade mode Different powers and objects to use in combat or to progress The Floubyh's from
Vairon's Wrath made the trip into the game If you don't want to crush all of them, you'll be able to choose between two difficulty levels : Normal / Hard You
can play Wolf's Fury in fullscreen Wolf's Fury can be played in both fullscreen or windowed mode From time to time, you'll get to play in widescreen mode

with simulated aspect ratio 16/9 Non-required hardware : Windows 10, 8.1, 7, XP, Vista, 2000, 95 c9d1549cdd
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Its a click adventure game, for those who have not played click adventure games, they are a very fast paced game, but also very simple and do not require
heavy resources.Game features: -click on objects to examine them -Up to 6 people to play cooperatively -2 modes of play:Realistic and Simple Mode -both
modes offer a story-line and characters to develop -mode change has unique features -Winning multiple times rewards the user -Casual game, but remember
you can compete with worldwide players -Click and Slay is the only indie game created from the ground up This is a collection of various glitchy and half
finished mods from different projects. All of the mods are bugged or incomplete; we only have any of these mods so we can attempt to find a solution to
them.Please note that Half-Life is not a mod, nor a game. Arcade games is not about being a child; and no one wants to be told what to do by a parent, even
a parent that keeps putting the cat in the oven! New User Interface - Click player Another update has gone live, for Mac Users. Now the 'Click Player' is fully
featured, with Video Games like the PC version. All new features have been added, and there is a Linux compatibility Test Program in the works! Gaming
Table - Click Table A built in Gaming table was added, to both the Full 'Click Player' and the Classic click player. Now with it, you can stream gaming
programs, or gaming consoles. Cooperative multiplayer with up to 4 players! This is a collection of various glitchy and half finished mods from different
projects. All of the mods are bugged or incomplete; we only have any of these mods so we can attempt to find a solution to them.Please note that Half-Life is
not a mod, nor a game. Click and Slay is an Idle RPG Adventure Game in Early Access, created by Click and Slay Studios. Our goal is to pass on our love of
Mystery, Challenge, and Creative Thinking through this game.Welcome to the World of Ungezi, you find yourself in a small village filled with kind people but
there isnt much to do. Throughout your years here, you have heard stories of Adventurers that would explore the vast unknown lands, catalog new species,
and collect vast treasures for themselves. Could these stories be true, find out for yourself?Have no worries though while you are
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What's new:

As the number one best-selling and award winning console game of all-time for the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES), Final Fantasy will play a leading role in the
Super NES World Music Package, of which this OST is another crucial component. Compact Disc Audio Formats Sonic Colors -1999 Genesis CD (an alternative version of the
Mega Drive original theme) Sonic Colors -1990 CD (original soundtrack theme) Konami World Sports -1987 Sega CD Konami World Sports -1988 Sega CD Konami World
Sports -1994 CD Super Mario Bros. 3 -1986 CD (original Super Mario Bros. music) Konami VGM Retro - 1992 Sega CD Konami VGM Retro - 1995 CD Konami World Cup
Soccer - 1991 CD Konami World Cup Soccer -1992 CD Konami World Cup Soccer -1993 CD Konami, Inc. The King of Fighters -1996 CD Konami, Inc. The King of Fighters
Original Sound Track -1999 CD The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past -1988 CD Konami Super Soccer -1990 CD Konami Top Golf -1998 CD Konami Pro Wrestling -1986 CD
Konami Wonder Team Soccer -1990 CD Konami Wonder Team Soccer Vol. 2 -1994 CD Konami Wonder Team Soccer: Super Tournament '91 -1994 CD Konami Super Baseball
-1991 CD Konami Pro Baseball -1990 CD Konami Top Golf: Golf Pro -1995 CD Konami Top Sports -1986 CD Konami Tennis '93 -1994 CD Konami Super Football -1990 CD
Konami Super Soccer '94 -1996 CD Konami Top Hockey '95 -1995 CD Konami Top Hockey '96'-1997 CD Konami Rolling Hockey -1994 CD Konami Rolling Hockey '94 -1995 CD
Konami World Soccer '95 -1996 CD Konami World Cup '96 Basketball -1997 CD Konami World Cup '96 Volleyball -1997 CD
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GURPS® Underworld (5th Edition Compatible) combines the gritty action of an RPG with the rules flexibility of a roleplaying game to create a dynamic
roleplaying experience. GURPS is the most popular RPG game system in history, setting the standard for the roleplaying industry. Underworld is set in a
technologically advanced world of magic, monsters, and intrigue. The world is populated by humans, warlocks, and monsters. Adventure A: Buried in the
Vaults of the Ancients is a tale of ancient evil, a dark war between light and dark, and a fledgling alliance, made of the most unlikely of allies. What's
included: A 5th Edition Rulebook (WoD, OSRIC, and 5E version included) The Underworld Lairs book An adventure: Buried in the Vaults of the Ancients What's
Not Included: A list of optional rules, two-inch pegs, and an overlay sheet (for the other books) Character sheets (if you want them for your 5E characters)
After playing a bunch of campaigns in the Underworld, I’ve created a series of adventures. The adventures are much shorter than the Underworld Lairs series
of the last round, but they come with a ton of detail. You can use them alone, or use them as a campaign. The first adventure (A) is Buried in the Vaults of the
Ancients. The adventure begins in a ruined cathedral. The players wake up, with no memory of how they got there, and a bunch of clues about their situation.
They’ll need to figure out who they are, and why they’re in the catacombs. The second adventure (B) is The Kingdom of the Dead. The players are on a road
trip with a realtor. They want to make sure the vacation rental property they’re buying is safe. They happen to pass by an old mansion… and some strange
things start happening. These adventures are available in PDF format. They take advantage of all the power of PDF text. You can print them out, read them
anywhere, and easily read them on a small device. They come in a zip file with two books. A (The Adventures) a 5th Edition World of Darkness, OSRIC, and
5th Edition Compatible ruleset (1 PDF) B (The Adventures of the Kingdom of the Dead) A
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System Requirements For SCP: Undeads Winter's:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 (32/64 bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or higher Memory: 2 GB Graphics:
OpenGL-3 compliant GPU DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 2 GB available space Other: Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 or higher Additional Notes:
Minimum:OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 (32/
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